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smart – a DaimlerChrysler brand.
The information given in this catalogue is to be seen as approximate only. The illus-
trations may contain accessories and special extras that do not form a part of the
serial delivery schedule. Attention is drawn to the fact that where the photographs show
drivers who are not holding the steering wheel with both hands, these were taken when
the vehicle was stationary. The right to introduce changes in construction, technologies
or the delivery schedule are reserved. Variations in colour result from the printing
techniques used.
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smartware bags. There is no more attractive way of carrying the things you need. 
So do not let the bags, rucksacks and cross bags out of your sight you may otherwise
find that your baggage has more fans than you wish. And that would be a shame, 
wouldn’t it?
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Culture bag
25 x 20 x 2 cm. Small, beautiful and practical. Simply open it up and 
hang in your things where there is a space. Ideal for the bathing gear you
must have with you on a journey. Colours: ice grey, black.

Sports bag
49 x 23 x 31 cm. Robust nylon. Flush inserted external pockets. Separately
accessible wet pockets. Shoulder strap extra included. Ideal for
spontaneous weekend trips. Colours: ice grey, black.

Office rucksack
25 x 15 x 40 cm. Tough nylon. Front with small pockets and A4 pad. Two
large separate inner compartments for files and notebook. Cleverly de-
signed closing mechanisms. Shoulder strap in anatomically comfortable
form and padded, strengthened back area. Carrier handle extra included.
Colours: ice grey, black.
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Purse large
10.5 x 4 x 12 cm. Tough nylon. All round zip fastener. Practical
compartments for coins, notes and cards. Sewn on smart picto on the
front. Zip holder with smart logo. Colours: black, beige.

Purse small
9.5 x 1.5 x 12 cm. Tough nylon. Practical compartments for notes and 
cards and a zip pocket for coins. Sewn on smart picto on the front. Zip
holder with smart logo. Colours: black, beige.

Hip bag
The convenient little place to put things on the hip. Colour: ice grey.

Pencil folder
With an oval cross-section. 
Colour: ice grey.

Organizer
36.5 x 29 x 6.5 cm. Tough nylon. Big enough to safely transport your 
notebook/laptop. Inter-changeable ring binding, 7 pockets, slot space for
7 pens, robust zip closure. Colours: ice grey, black.

City pack
31 x 10 x 34 cm. Tough nylon. Padded, adjustable carrier belt with 
mobile pocket. Inside and outside pockets. A key tag is integrated in 
the A4 format interior.
Colours: ice grey, black.

Office pack
39 x 14 x 30 cm. Tough nylon. Ideal format for notebook and files, mobile
pocket, inside and outside pockets. Front area fitted with key tag and 
net pocket for your time planner.
Colours: ice grey, black.
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Travel bag
60 x 20 x 38 cm. Material mix. Lots of space. Together with the sports 
bag gives an optimum fit in the smart luggage compartment. Flush 
fitted outside pockets with zip. Strengthened base. Side grips for 
easy loading. Padded handles, can be used comfortably as a rucksack.
Stamped logo on the front.
Colours: ice grey, black.

Cross bag
28 x 16 x 44 cm. Robust nylon. Big main pocket with zip, headphone 
opening for walkman, pencil folder, mobile case in carrier strap.
Comfortable back padding. Stamped logo on the front. Can be used 
comfortably as a rucksack. 
Colours: ice grey, black.
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Cooling bag
35 x 30 x 20 cm. Nylon with insulating inner lining. Fashionable 
in special smart two-tone design. Very practical thanks to a strong 
and comfortable carrier strap. Cling band to fix it into the luggage 
compartment of your smart. With smart car and ice picto. 
Colours: blue, grey.
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smartware fashion.
At last! shirts and jackets that
really make an impression. And
it’s no surprise. The design,
materials and workmanship are
typical smart. It is quite likely
that this collection will make
other people’s hearts beat faster.
That’s nothing to worry about as
long as it stays that way – don’t
you agree?
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Knitted pullover
V-necked pullover, merino/man-made fibre mix, breast strip 
in contrasting colour. Colours: aluminium, black.
Sizes: S, M, L, and XL.

“smart sun” T-shirt
Single jersey, 100 % cotton. Large smart picto is applied in durable 
print quality. Colours: lemon. aluminium, red, blue.
Sizes: S, M, L and XL.
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“smart story” T-shirt
Single jersey, 100 % cotton. Large smart picto is applied in durable 
print quality. Colours: lemon. aluminium, red, blue.
Sizes: S, M, L and XL.

Contrast T-shirt, 1/2 sleeve
Heavy jersey 100 % cotton. Worked in sewn-on colour contrasts 
on arms and shoulders. smart two-tone.
Colours: lemon, aluminium, off-white.
Sizes: S, M, L and XL.

Contrast T-shirt, 1/1 sleeve
Heavy jersey 100 % cotton. Worked in sewn-on colour contrasts 
on arms. smart two-tone.
Colours: lemon, aluminium, off-white.
Sizes: S, M, L and XL.

Woman’s blouse
Soft velvet jersey with 5 % Elasthan, fashionable _ length sleeve 
with sewn on colour accent. Figure hugging with wide cut neck. 
Colours: aluminium, off-white, black.
Sizes: S, M, L.

Man’s shirt
100 % cotton poplin. Select colour accent on the cuff.
Wear with a suit or simply on its own…
Colours: aluminium, off-white.
Sizes: M, L, XL.
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Kid’s T-shirt “smart sun”
T-shirt with picto. Single jersey 100% cotton.
Colours: lemon, aluminium, red, blue.
Sizes: S, M, L.

Baseball caps
smart picto, 6 seam sewn shade, washable, 
stable shape, smartware logo on fastener.
Colours: grey, black, lemon, off-white, red, blue.

Gloves
Always on hand. Comfortable neoprene gloves for 
the sporting smart driver.
Colour: grey
Sizes: S, M, L.

Outdoor jacket
In breathing, wind-tight and water repellent 
functional material. A tough jacket with top 
functionality and luxury workmanship, various 
inside and outside pockets, the temperature is 
always just right thanks to the special material.
Colours: aluminium, black.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
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smartware models and accessoires are an unfailing eye catcher. It can’t be ruled
out that they will attract you more visitors than you might want. But you don’t 
have to open your gates or doors to everyone. And if someone wants to know where
to find the models and accessories then it doesn’t have to stay a secret.

(1:87) smart City Coupé and smart cabrio
Our smallest model in HO scale, 1:87. So small and already an 
original. Interchangeable body panels in various colours 
available in extra pack.
Colours: phat red, jack black, true blue, stream green, bay grey.

(1:50) smart cabrio 
Robust and colourful.
Colours: stream green, true blue, phat red, river silver.

(1:43) smart cabrio
Collector scale 1:43. Silver Tridion in die-cast metal. A second 
set with inter-changeable plastic body panels is also available.
Colours: jack black, stream green, phat red.
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(1:18) smart City Coupé
Original down to the finest detail. Spring suspension wheels 
with real tyre profile, moveable steering wheel, inter-changeable 
body panels including second set. Doors, rear, luggage compart-
ment and bonnet really open.
Colours: jack black, true blue, stream green, river silver.

(1:18) smart cabrio remote controlled
Ready-to-run model including accumulator, re-charger pack 
and batteries ready play/drive.
Colours: stream green. Tridion: black.

(1:12) smart cabrio 
Suitable as a collector or a play model. Functional steering, 
doors, luggage compartment lid.
Colours: bay grey. Tridion: silver.

(1:87) Body panel fresh-up. Cabrio and city coupé
Individually available replacement sets. In different colours.
Custom design your own favourite smart.

smart City Coupé pull-back
Scale model car with pull-back motor.
Colours: red, yellow, white, black.

pin smart picto
Polished silvered, matt nickel silvered, enamelled.
Colours: silver, black, blue.

pin smart cabrio
Colours: silver, lemon.
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smartware key tag
Pure beauty: key tag in aluminium and stainless steel with 
ingenious simple snap-shut technology, engraved picto and 
smartware logo on rear side.

smart plush key tag mini, approx 57 mm
Key tag as a plush smart. Safety tested. 
Colours: green, yellow, red, blue.

smart key tag metal 1: 100
Individual smart key tag in old silver tone die-cast metal, 
hand brushed, protective varnished, packed in practical 
one-hand box.

smartware umbrella
sun picto on the inside and bad weather or sunshade protection 
on the outside. Aluminium frame and precise opening mechanism 
and rubber coated handle. Teflon coated, stretch fabric. 
Colour: dark blue.
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smart plush car 
For children great and small. With smart picto.
Colours: blue, red.

smart mouse pad
200 x 235 sized mouse pad in recycled material with various 
motifs (boccia, pepperoni, sofa) and tough contact surface.

Ballpoint pen and pencil
With a solid mechanism in firm grip ABC plastic and picto. 
Colours: black, blue, green.

Colouring and play book DIN A4
Hours of play and lots of fun on 64 pages for children aged 3 to 10.

“fun” sunglasses 
Sunglasses available in two colours, top fashion. 100 % UV 
protection in four summer colours with smartware picto applied 
to the bow. Colours: yellow, orange, blue, lilac.

smartware sunglasses 
Sunglasses with case for cabrio driving, sport or leisure. 
Light and resistant, 100% UV protection, individually 
adjustable bow. Smartware picto on lens edge.
Colour: anthracite.

Coffee cup
Coffee cup and saucer in white porcelain. 
Croissant as picto on front of cup.

Espresso cup
Espresso cup and matching saucer in white porcelain 
and own picto.

Tumbler 0.33 l 
Glass tumbler with extra thick bottom and drop picto.


